Interlude: The End Is Near

Revelation 10:1-11
There Is War Everywhere
Men Seek Peace

With each other . . .

With God . . .

Root Problem

Is Inside
God Is A Revealed The Solution

Through a . . . .

**Coming Savior**  -  Gen. 3:15; 22:17-18

**Coming King**  -  Gen. 49:10
Coming Savior . . .

Isaiah . . . 30 Unique Prophecies

- Virgin birth
- Incarnation
- Baptism
- Death
- Resurrection
Coming Ruler . . .

Isaiah . . . 17 Unique Prophecies

- Eternal kingdom
- Worldwide peace
- No sorrow or mourning
- “Wild animals” will be peaceful
- Knowledge of the Lord will be universal
- Gentiles in the kingdom
Prophecies About Jesus . . .

From: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Joel, Amos . . .

- Tribulation period
- Armageddon
- Kingdom
- Brief Rebellion
- Resurrection of the dead
- Judgment
- Eternal state
Prophecy of Zechariah 6:12-13

Two Offices Will Merge

Office of King  Office of Priest

- Peace Will Exist -
God's Plan For The Future

- **Rapture**: I Thess 4:16
- **2nd Coming of Christ**: Rev. 19
- **Abomination of Desolation**

- **A.D. 33 to our time**
- **Tribulation Period (7 year period)**
- **Millennium or Kingdom (1,000 years)**
- **Eternity Future**
Outline of Revelation

Jesus...
Warnings & Praise
Scene In Heaven
The Tribulation

2nd Coming
The Kingdom
Final Judgment
Eternity With God
Outline of Revelation

Jesus . . .
Warnings & Praise
Scene In Heaven
The Tribulation

2nd Coming
The Kingdom
Final Judgment
Eternity With God

Tribulation Period

Chapters
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Chronology of the Seals

- Peace
- War
- Famine
- Death
- Martyrs
- The Final War Battle

Abomination of Desolation (Dan. 9:27; 12:11)

Start of Tribulation
Peace 3.5 yrs

Great Tribulation 3.5 yrs
End of Tribulation

Armageddon
Jesus' 2nd Coming

1 - Peace
2 - War
3 - Famine
4 - Death
5 - Martyrs
6 - The Final War Battle
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The 7 Trumpets
Rev. 8:6-9:21

Daniel's 70th Week Starts

Abomination of Desolation (Dan. 9:27; 12:11)

Armageddon Starts

Great Tribulation

70th Week Ends

Jesus' 2nd Coming

1/3 Fresh Water Polluted

1/3 Marine Life Destroyed

1/3 Land Burned

1/3 Celestial Bodies Dimmed

1/3 Celestial Bodies Dimmed

Armies Fighting (200 Million)

Demons Released
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Scenes In Heaven

- 6 Seals
- 6 Trumpets
- 6 Signs
- 7 Bowls

6 Seals: Tribulation Martyrs, 144,000 Witnesses
6 Trumpets: Giant Angel, Two Witnesses, 144,000 Witnesses
6 Signs: Gospel Judgment
7 Bowls: In Heaven

1st Woe: 1st Woe
2nd Woe: 2nd Woe
3rd Woe: 3rd Woe
Interlude: The End Is Near

v. 1-3a  Strong Angel & The Book
v. 3b-4  Hidden Message
v. 5-7   Mystery Almost Finished
v. 8-11  The Book Is Eaten
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v. 1-3a  Strong Angel & The Book

v. 3b-4  Hidden Message

v. 5-7  Mystery Almost Finished

v. 8-11  The Book Is Eaten
The Strong Angel
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v. 1-3a  Strong Angel & The Book

v. 3b-4  Hidden Message

v. 5-7   Mystery Almost Finished

v. 8-11  The Book Is Eaten
The Thunder . . .
Do Not Write
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v. 1-3a  Strong Angel & The Book

v. 3b-4  Hidden Message

v. 5-7  Mystery Almost Finished

v. 8-11  The Book Is Eaten
God Created The Heavens
God Created The Earth
Seventh Trumpet Sounds
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v. 1-3a  Strong Angel & The Book
v. 3b-4  Hidden Message
v. 5-7   Mystery Almost Finished
v. 8-11  The Book Is Eaten